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Product Images

Short Description

The Malbec Cafe Bar Chair(67162) by Summer Classics combines fantastic durability and wonderful design
from the wrought aluminum back with comfort from the N-dura resin wicker seat to complete your furnitures
overall look.
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Description

The Malbec Cafe Bar Chair (67162) by Summer Classics combines fantastic durability and wonderful design
from the wrought aluminum back with comfort from the N-dura resin wicker seat to complete your furnitures
overall look. This is the perfect chair for comfortable seating at a bar table. The chair comes with an Ancient
Earth frame with Black Walnut wicker that makes the chair great for the outdoors. Cushions are also available
to give your new dining chair a more comfortable seat.

Includes

One (1) Malbec Cafe Bar Chair

Dimensions

Bar Chair: 15.75"W x 21.25"D x 42.5"H

Features

Made by Summer Classics
Wrought aluminum frame
Frame available in Ancient Earth
Resin wicker seat and back
Wicker available in Black Walnut
No assembly required

Wrought Aluminum ConstructionThis piece features heavy, 0.65 mm thick tubing, strengthened at every
stress points with galvanized steel inserts. The surface is triple hand-polished, with 360 degree welds and a
high-solids polyester and powder-coated finish. The heavy gauge is rust resistant while the finish if fade
resistant for a high durable, weather-resistant outdoor piece.

NT-1 Pre-WashEach metal frame is pre-finished with a nano-ceramic pre-wash. This crucial step pits the metal
surface to increase the surface area for the powder-coating up to ten times larger. This results in a finish that
lasts far longer than any traditional powder-coating process.

N-Dura Resin WickerThis piece was crated with the most realistic and extensive UV resistant resin wicker in
the industry. This wicker is guaranteed to not experience any significant color change for 5 years. The resin is
designed to have a realistic tone, with variations in color and texture to make each piece unique. It is
available in resin, vinyl, or polyester and is hand-woven over a steel-reinforced heavy-gauge aluminum
extrusion frame with triple antique hand-applied finish, using nano-ceramic technology.

Resysta ResinThis environmentally-friendly resin product is composed of rice husks, salt, and mineral oil. It
requires minimum care and is designed to be weather resistant, even against the sun, rain, snow, heat,
humidity or salt water.

Sunbrella FabricThis piece offers exclusively designed an colored fabrics to cover your new cushions with.
These fabrics include the industry's favorite, Sunbrella, solution-dyed acrylics, which is designed to be
weather and fade resistant. Choose from a large selection as shown in the clickable swatch below.

Care & MaintenanceZippers are included for cosmetic purposes and added drainage only. Do no remove the
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foam cores due to the tight fit and difficulty with repositioning them when inserted. Fabrics are to be spot-
cleaned only and are not suited to machine washing/dry cleaning and machine drying.
Summer Classic Exclusive Fabrics
Clean with water-based cleaning agents or water-based foam to remove overall soil. Many household
cleaning agents are harmful to color and life of a fabric. For regular cleaning, frequently vacuum or lightly
brush to remove dust and grime.
Sunbrella Fabrics
Spot wash with a solution of natural soap and lukewarm water. For stubborn stains, fabric spot remover or a
bleach/water mixture may be used. Protect the area around your fabric when using a bleach solution as
bleach may discolor non-sunbrella fabrics. Always rinse sunbrella thoroughly to completely remove bleach.
Do not machine wash sunbrella rain fabrics.
Bella-Dura
Bleach can be used. However, spot cleaning with a water-based or solvent cleaner is all that is required for
most spills. Apply cleaning solution and blot with a clean, dry cloth. Detergents will damage the water
resistant qualities of the fabric.
Outdora
For regular cleaning, brush off any loose dirt and rinse with lukewarm water to prevent excessive dirt from
accumulating. To clean, use a solution of lukewarm water (not exceeding 100 degrees F) and a mild natural
soup such as ivory TM. Rinse thoroughly to remove excess soap. For light cleaning, avoid the use of
detergents. For stubborn stains, use a mixture of bleach and water.

Additional Information

SKU 67162

Fabric Sunbrella & Outdura Choices

DISC Malbec Cafe Bar Chair 67162 $0.00
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